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A: I've finally had a chance to run your code. One interesting thing I found was a variable that I wasn't aware of before: from collections
import namedtuple Thus, you can change your code like this: import math from dlpy.thermo.eos import data as eos_data from

dlpy.thermo.physics import data as physics_data # Set up the Gibbs energies of the complexes Gibbs_co2 = eos_data.Gibbs_co2
Gibbs_co2_sol = Gibbs_co2.A + Gibbs_co2.B + Gibbs_co2.C + Gibbs_co2.D # Solubility of the complex Gibbs energies Gibbs_co2_sol_n
= Gibbs_co2_sol - Gibbs_co2.sol # Perturbation Data Gibbs_co2_pert = 2 * Gibbs_co2 # We want to ensure the perturbation is always

positive: Gibbs_co2_pert_pos = (Gibbs_co2_sol.sign == 1) # An adiabatic free energy perturbation Gibbs_co2_pert_ad =
Gibbs_co2_sol_n / Gibbs_co2_pert Gibbs_co2_pert_ad_pos = Gibbs_co2_pert_ad * Gibbs_co2_sol_n + Gibbs_co2.sol

Gibbs_co2_pert_ad_neg = -Gibbs_co2_pert_ad # For each complex, there are two common thermodynamic cycles: # - neutral, non-
perturbated # - neutral, perturbed # - ionic, non-perturbed # - ionic, perturbed # cycles_list = [{ 'name': 'neutral cycle', 'z': 1, 'species':

[], 'solvent': Gibbs_co2_sol_n, 'math': [[], [Gibbs_co2.A], [G
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